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EVERWIN MATRIC HR.SEC.SCHOOL STD: VIII
QUIZ CONTEST
1. Mrs. Newton was re-married to ________
Ans: Clergyman
2. Synonym for “remark able”__________
Ans: Notable
3. Antonym for “Usually” _______
Ans: rarely
4. The biography of is Issac Newton was published in National
Hawthorne’s ___________
Ans: True stories from History and Biography 1851
5. Homonyms for “Right” _______
Ans: i) Correct
ii) Direction
6. Phrasal meaning for “ kick off” ______
Ans: Start
7. Fill in the blanks with suitable conjunction make hay _____
The sunshines
Ans: While
8. Who wrote the poem of “Making worthwhile” Ans: George eliot
9. Synonym for “ renowned” _______
Ans: Famous 10.
Who said these words
“Now rest awhile – and let me work abit”?
Ans: Hermit
11. Anagram for “Chain” _______
Ans: Inch
12. Rabindranath Tagore’s famous work _______Ans: Gitanjali 1912
13. Clipping words “Laboratory” _________
Ans: Lab
14. Sentence pattern for “My father presented me a watch”
Ans: SVIODO
15. The Pundit was an speaker_______
(Ans: eloquent)
16. Key element for infinitives _______
Ans: To
17. Punctuate the sentence.
Sally likes to eat chocolate hagdogs and broccoli
Ans: S, .
18. London, _______is the capital of England, is one of the largest
cities in the word.
(Use appropriate relative clause)
Ans: Which
19. The king decided to consult a ______
Ans: Hermit
20. Fill in the blanks with infinitive or gerund _____(swim) is a good
exercise.
Ans: Swimming
21. 0.5252 in ________
Ans : 52.52%
22. Loss or gain percentage is always calculated on the
Ans: Cost price
23. The amount if the compound interest is calculated quarterly, is
found using the formula
Ans: A= P (1+ )
24. The Linear equation in one variable has ____solution Ans: one
25. The solution of the equation a +b=0 is
Ans:
26. The coordinates of the point in – third quadrant are always
Ans: Negative
26. y=p where PEZ always passes through the
Ans: origin
27. If ‘ and ‘m’ are the legs and ‘n’ in the hypotenuse of a right
angled triangles then, 2
Ans: n2-m2

28. What is the eleventh fibonacci number?
Ans: 89
29. Two numbers are said to be co prime numbers if their HCF is
Ans: 1
30. ________is called as vital life
Ans: oxygen
31. ________is used as s fertilizer
Ans: Nitrogen
32. ___________is negatively charged particle
Ans: Electron
33. ________takes pace by rubbing objects together
Ans: Transfer of electrons
34. The process of converting a substance from soild to gas is
called condensation
Ans: False
35. ______is used as refrigerant.
Ans: Dry ice
36. How many pairs of rules are there in human Rib cage?
37. Name the place where two bones meet.
Ans: Joints
38. Which one of the following animal lack muscles and skeleton
for movement?
Ans: Snail
39. What is the other name of Pinna?
Ans: External ear
40. ______muscle makes pupil of eyes wider.
Ans: Radial
41. Anaemia is caused by the deficiency of _______
Ans: Iron
42. Taxila ruins were discovered by _________
Ans: Alexander Cunningham
43. ____________shortened the distance between Europe and India.
Ans: Suez Canal
44. Religion does not teach us
Ans: Animosity
45. Article 24 of Indian constitution prohibits ____Ans: Childlabour
46. Human Rights are _______rights.
Ans: Fundamental
47. Always keep _____while driving.
Ans: To the left
48. Hazards may lead to _______
Ans: Disaster
49. Terrorism is an example of ______hazard.
Ans: human made or /human induced Hazard
50. Oxides of Nitrogen are ______pollutants which affects the
human beings.
Ans: Primary
51. The example of surface water is ______
Ans: Lake
52. _____is the metropolitan city in india has the second highest
urban population in the world.
Ans: Delhi
53. A person move from his own country to another country is
known as __________
Ans: Emigrant
54. fyg;gpy; _______ cz;nld;gJ ,aw;if El;gk;
tpil : tsh;r;rp
55. ‘khq;fdp” efuk; vd;W miof;fg;gLk; efuk; _______
tpil : Nryk;
56. Nruh;fspd; jiuefuk; _______
tpil : tQ;rp
57. Ntw;Wik tifg;gLk; _______
tpil : vl;L
58. mye;jth; vd;gjd; nghUs; _______
tpil : twpath;
59. ‘fz;zh th” vd;gJ nghUs; _______j; njhlh;
tpil : tpsp
60. jpUf;Nfjhuk; vd;w ghlypd; Mrphpah; ______
tpil : Re;juh;

